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In previous papers we have proposed an elementary dis
ipline of strong fun
tional pro-
gramming (ESFP), in whi
h all 
omputations terminate. A key feature of the dis
ipline is
that we introdu
e a type distin
tion between data whi
h is known to be nite, and 
odata
whi
h is (potentially) innite. To ensure termination, re
ursion over data must be well-
founded, and 
ore
ursion (the denition s
hema for 
odata) must be produ
tive, and both
of these restri
tions must be enfor
ed automati
ally by the 
ompiler. In our previous work
we used abstra




an elementary strong fun
tional language. We show here that similar ideas 
an be applied





tion denitions are strongly normalising.
We thus exhibit a powerful termination analysis te
hnique whi
h we demonstrate 
an be
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1 Introdu
tion
We are interested in the development of an Elementary Strong Fun
tional Programming
(ESFP) system. That is, we wish to exhibit a language that has the strong normalization




ties whilst avoiding the 
omplexities (su
h as dependent types, 
omputationally irrelevant
proof obje
ts) of Martin-Lof's type theory [20℄. We would like our language to have a type
system straightforwardly based on that of Hindley-Milner [22℄ and to be similar in usage
to a language su
h as Miranda
1
[35℄. The full 
ase for su
h a language is set out in [36℄
but we re
ap its main potential benets here:
 Su
h a language will allow both dire
t equational reasoning and simple indu
tion
prin
iples | we do not have to worry about undened elements when verifying
properties.
 There is no di
hotomy between lazy and stri
t evaluation as we shall have the Chur
h-
Rosser property and strong normalisation. This means that we have evaluation trans-
paren
y, or what may be termed true referential transparen
y. We believe that this
has the added benets of making program optimisation, debugging and parallelisa-
tion easier to a
hieve.
 Sin
e it does not have the 
omplexities of type theory it is suÆ
iently elementary to
be used for programming at the undergraduate level. Moreover, it is more satisfa
tory
from the pedagogi
al point of view: typi
ally undergraduates are given step-by-step
evaluations to perform whi
h are done stri
tly in the re
ursive 
ase, even in a lazy
language su
h as Haskell (see [28℄). Then, innite stru
tures, with the same syntax
and types, are evaluated lazily.
In ESFP we make a 
lear distin
tion between data (nite stru
tures | initial algebras)
and 
odata (innite stru
tures | nal 









ks devised by Coquand [6℄ in Type


















tors), rst proposed by Milner in
the area of pro
ess algebras [23℄.
In this paper we apply the dual ideas to the dual stru
tures, data. This extends
the Gimenez work [17℄ in the area of re
ursion. In parti
ular, our analysis allows some
non-primitive re
ursive algorithms whi
h has been a
hieved by formulating a size des
ent
dete
tion algorithm as an abstra
t interpretation. The key point of using the abstra
t
interpretation method is that it allows us to determine the level of destru
tion of an a
tual
parameter when a fun
tion is applied within a re
ursive 
all.
We also extend our analysis to 
ope with partial fun
tions using a simple subtyping
me
hanism. Furthermore, this extension allows a wider 
lass of total algorithms to be
1
Miranda is a trademark of Resear
h Software Limited.
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a








h is undened for two zero inputs.
This subtyping me
hanism is itself extended using proje
tion sequen
es so that we 
an




anism also enables us to a

ept programs that are dened re
ursively on nested indu
tive
types. Whilst it is naturally unde
idable whether a re
ursive fun
tion is well-dened, the
extension to guardedness that we present here makes programming more straightforward
in a strongly normalizing fun
tional language. We also suggest that our work may be
suitable as an enhan
ement to the algorithm for re
ognising strongly normalising re
ursive
forms in the Coq system [5℄.
Overview of this Paper. In x 2 we dene our EFP language whi
h may be seen as
the rudimentary heart of any fun




ted from standard termination theory, that guarantees termination of an
EFP program in x 3. This termination 
ondition then serves as the basis for the abstra
t
interpretation-based analysis that we develop in x 4. This analysis is strong enough to
show that both A
kerman's fun
tion and the standard, naive denition of qui
ksort both
terminate. We then, in x 5, seek to broaden the 
lass of algorithms permitted within the
language by introdu
ing a simple subtyping me
hanism that allows 
ertain partial fun
tions
provided that they are applied to terms of the 
orre
t subtypes. To 
ope with nested
indu
tive types and the asso
iated s
hemes of re
ursion we develop the analysis given in
x 6. This method, using proje
tion sequen





h allows the subtypes of substru
tures to
be 
aptured, thus widening further the 
lass of ESFP programs. In x 8 we dis
uss how
the analysis developed 
an be pla
ed within a general analysis framework whi
h may be
parameterised by the redu
tion semanti
s of the language and hen
e the idea of normal
form. This means that our analysis 
an be extended to show not only the termination of
programs to weak normal form (the standard for stri
t fun
tional languages) but also 
an
show termination to (strong) normal form, in
luding redu
tions under lambdas. Finally,
in x 9 we dis
uss related work and in x 10 we 
on
lude.
2 An ESFP Language
We now present the 
hara
teristi
s of types and terms in an ESFP language. We shall refer
to the language that we des
ribe below, whi
h 
onsists of the 
ore of languages su
h as




tions, as our basi
 elementary
fun
tional programming language whi
h we shall 
all EFP. Our full ESFP language will

onsist of this basi




h ensures that a program will terminate.
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2.1 Data and Codata
Firstly, in our basi
 EFP language, we make a distin
tion between data (nite stru
tures of
indu




tive types). The reason for doing
this is that fun
tions a




ending through a stru
ture whilst those produ
ing 
odata will be building a stru
ture,
possibly using some inputs. The semanti
 issues for innite data stru
tures, in whi
h
we explain what it means for 
odata fun
tions to be produ
tive and Chur
h-Rosser, are
explored further in [32℄.
2.2 Types
Algebrai
 data type denitions are basi












tor is labelled C
i








es are allowed in the indu
tive denition of types.
This means that in the denition of a type, T , say, T may not o

ur within the
domain of any fun
tion spa
e in the denition of T . For example, the following
would not be allowed:
data ilist
def
= C (ilist  ! Int)
2. T may not be dened via polymorphi
 type U where T o

urs as an instantiation
of U . For example, we would not allow rosetrees whi
h 




= Leaf a jNode [Rosetree a℄
3. T may not be dened via a type U whi
h is transitively dened using T .
4. T must have a base 




es of T .
We use the standard notion of ground types i.e. types whi
h do not 




Denition 2.1 The synta
ti
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Syntax

















































































































































































































Table 1: The Syntax and Semanti
s of Data in EFP
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Denition 2.2 The abstra
t syntax and appli
ative order operational semanti
s
of data within our language is given in Table 1.









: : : 

i;r
where all the 

i;j
are in normal form. The fa
t that an
expression 
 is in normal form is denoted nf(
).
The set of normal forms of expressions of the language (i.e. the values of the system)
is denoted V. This set in
ludes, ?, the undened value.
The set of algebrai
 values of the basi




of the subset of V that are of algebrai
 type. This in




, is a \big-step" one, relative to the environment Env(E)
whi
h binds 
losed expressions to free variables.
In order to help ensure termination, we stipulate that 
ase expressions must be ex-
haustive over the patterns of the type:
Denition 2.3 A 










over the patterns (of the type of s) i for every 
onstru
tor of the type of s o

urs within at
the head of the patterns, p
i
. Furthermore, patterns nested within a pattern must themselves
be representable as exhaustive 
ase expressions upon a simple variable.
Denition 2.4 The typing system for basi
 EFP expressions is that of Hindley-Milner
[22℄. As in languages su
h as Miranda and Haskell, the same 
onstru
tors that appear in
type denitions appear in the same form within expressions in the language.











Denition 2.5 A s
ript, S, 
onsists of a set of fun
tion denitions, f
i
(where i is an
integer) from the synta
ti
 domain of fun
tion names, F. The indi















) to denote the arity of fun
tion f
i









onsists of (i; j) pairs where 0  j  Ar(f
i
). FT(e) is used to indi
ate
that an expression is of non-ground type.
Note in the above that 0 is always in
luded in this set, even though (i; 0) does not label any
variable in the s
ript. This, as we shall see in x 4, is be
ause we need to nd the 
ontribution
made by 
onstant i.e. non-variable fa
tors to the semanti
 size of an expression.
Additional assumptions. Pattern mat
hing over an input to a fun
tion will be taken
to mean the appli
ation of a 
ase expression to an input. We shall use Haskell-style syntax
for formal parameters and patterns. Furthermore, nested patterns will be unsugared as
nested 




lambda lifting) has been applied to the original program so that we simply have a set of




ope with where denitions in our programs. Finally, we assume that, due
to the standard isomorphism, A B  ! T  A  ! B  ! T , un
urried programs are
translated into their 
urried equivalents.
10 A Hierar
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Termination and redu
tion sequen






h expressions are redu
ed to weak normal form [29℄, whi
h
is similar to the redu




h as SML [24℄. This does not mean that ESFP programs must be evaluated
stri
tly: we simply use this redu
tion strategy for data to demonstrate that our analysis will
ensure termination in this 
ase, hen
e guaranteeing strong normalisation. The fa
t that we
only redu
e as far as weak normal form is also unproblemati
al sin




ur as part of top-level denitions. Thus the system we shall present
will, in fa




h as Haskell and SML. We shall show in x 8 how this 
an be generalised further





In the light of the above des
ription, we are now in a position to give the denition of our
basi
 language.
Denition 2.6 The elementary fun
tional programming language, written EFP,

onsists of a fun
tional programming language where









ally separate, as in x 2.1.
2. The syntax of types obeys that of x 2.2.
3. The syntax and semanti
s of the expressions and types of expressions obeys that given
in x 2.3, in
luding Defns 2.1 { 2.5.
We write A

ept(S;EFP) to denote the fa
t that a s





We now exhibit a termination 
ondition based upon abstra
ting the sizes of terms in
the EFP language. The termination 




tual parameter expressions. The property is, basi
ally, that there is some
well-founded des
ent upon some lexi
ographi
 ordering of the arguments for any re
ursive

all of the fun
tion. The fa
t that well-founded des
ent upon one argument will ensure




several arguments, as is dis
ussed in [2℄. We shall 
all this the monotoni
 des
ent property.
The termination analysis that we shall develop in later se
tions will be a safe approximation
to this 
ondition.




Denition 3.1 The re
ursive sub-
omponents of a 
losed algebrai
























































: : : e
r
fg otherwise
Denition 3.2 The size of a 
losed expression
2
, e, is dened as follows:
 If e is not an algebrai
 type or if e does not have a normal form then jej = !.
 If e is of algebrai


















ondition for strong normalisation, we need to distinguish between ea
h

all of a fun
tion in the program text and, in addition, ea
h 
all within the evaluation of
a fun
tion upon some arguments.
Denition 3.3 Let P be a program i.e. a set of fun




tion, f , whi
h we 
an label with positive integers to get
labelled 
alls of the form f
k
. We 
all k a stati
 label.








ur in the redu
tion
path of some initial expression, f t
1
: : : t
n





The arguments of ea
h f
k;i
will be labelled e
k;i
1




The above labelling enables us to give a 
hara
terisation of the distin
t (in terms of points
in the program text) re
ursive 
alls of a fun
tion that are en
ountered during an evaluation.
Denition 3.4 Let Calls(f t
1
: : : t
n
) be the set of stati
 label-distin
t 
alls of f that are
redexes within an appli
ative-order redu
tion of f t
1








Denition 3.5 The jth argument of a fun
tion f is termed monotoni
 des
ending for
F  Calls(f t
1
: : : t
n
), written MonDes
















an also give the size of an open expression, when evaluating with respe
t to an environment
Env(E), and denote this jej
Env(E)
12 A Hierar
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Denition 3.6 Let f be a fun
tion dened on n arguments and let F  Calls(f t
1





: : : t
n
are 
losed terms that are well-typed but otherwise arbitrary).
Then f has the monotoni
 des
ent property (written MDP(f; F )) i F  fg _
(9j:MonDes
























The above says that there must be some argument, j, of f whi













all points where j is not des
ending.
3.2 Termination Theorem for MDP
In this se





ase expressions, ensures termination under the operational semanti
s of EFP.
We rst show that there 
annot be innitely many 
alls that des
end on an argument
if that argument does not as
end.
Lemma 3.1 Suppose that a fun
tion f has a des
ending argument, j, on F  Calls(f t
1





: : : t
n

















is as given in the deni-
tion of the monotoni
 des




: : : t
n
) is the ordinal number




urs within the evaluation of f t
1
: : : t
n
.













annot be any 













j = 0, whi
h 
ontradi































j. Thus, by the indu













: : : e
r;1
n







We thus obtain our termination theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose the following about the denition of a fun
tion f of arity n:
 f is dened a

ording to the rules of EFP.
 Apart from re
ursive 











h terminate under the
operational semanti
s of EFP.
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 f has the monotoni
 des
ent property.
Then f terminates on all inputs, t
1
: : : t
n
, following the operational semanti
s of EFP given
in Table 1.
Proof. By indu
tion on the number of elements in F  Calls(f t
1




ase (where Calls(f t
1




ase there are no re
ursive 
alls. It follows that sin
e all other expressions are
SN and 




MDP(f; F ) implies that there exists a des
ending argument of f , j, say. By Lemma 3.1
there are at most jt
j
j 






. Consequently, in the redu
tion se-
quen
e of f t
1
: : : t
n
, there must be an ith 



















e f has the monotoni
 des
ent property on any
inputs, it must have the monotoni
 des
ent property on Calls(f e
r;i
1




the number of elements in Calls(f e
r;i
1
: : : e
r;i
n
) is less than the number of elements in
Calls(f t
1
: : : t
n
), it follows by indu
tion that f e
r;i
1
: : : e
r;i
n




: : : t
n
is terminating.
3.3 Example of a fun
tion with the MDP
We now show that A
kerman's fun



































an argue that A
kerman's fun
tion has the MDP as follows: Note that if the rst




























Then, for arbitrary inputs m and n, MonDes
(a
k ; 1;Calls(a
k mn)) (where, if m > 0,
Calls(a


















j < jmj whilst in a
k
3
, jmj = jmj.
It also follows that MonDes
(a











e, it follows that a
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4 Termination Analysis By Abstra
t Interpretation
In this se




t whether a re
ursive fun
tion
denition has the monotoni
 des
ent property.
We assume to start with that we do not have any nested or mutually indu
tive types.













Obviously, this set is de
idable. In Se







Starting from our basi
, operational semanti
s we wish to obtain a series of abstra
t ap-




essive approximation will be an abstra
t semanti





s. Following the Cousots' approa






s. The maps, are abstra
tion, denoted
, whi
h maps from a 
on






mapping in the opposite dire
tion. To do so, we need to dene a stati
 semanti
s based
upon our operational semanti




Denition 4.1 The set of semanti
 properties of our basi
 ESFP language, denoted P
is dened as P
4
= }(V),
The set of algebrai
 semanti
 properties of our basi
 ESFP language, denoted P
A






Denition 4.2 The stati
 semanti
s of basi
 ESFP expressions, O [[  ℄℄ 2 EEnv(E ) 7!












4.2 Relative size semanti
s
We require that the sizes of expressions are in fa
t relative to some given input.
Denition 4.3 The relative size domain, R, is the 
omplete latti
e, Z[f!; !g (where
> = ! and ? = !), with lub operator max and the following additive and multipli
ative
operations:
! + s = s+ ! = !  !  s = s   ! =  !




































Denition 4.4 The relative size semanti
s of an expression, e, with respe
t to a pa-







See [8℄ for an overview of abstra
t interpretation.
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4.3 Abstra
t Expression Domain
Denition 4.5 The set of all type-
orre
t substitution instan
















Denition 4.6 The abstra
t expression domain, denoted E, 














Denition 4.7 The domain of pattern variable expression environments, M, 
on-
sists of fun
tions binding pattern mat
hing variables to elements of E i.e. M
4
= M 7! E
Note that in the above, E is an innite 
omplete latti




ulation terminates we need to introdu
e approximations to the standard
notion of expression substitution. These approximations are an example of a widening, a
te
hnique introdu
ed and shown to be sound by the Cousots [12℄.
Denition 4.8 The abstra
t expression substitution of an abstra
t expression, b for
a variable x within an abstra
t expression a, denoted a[b =
E



















































℄, also in an analogous
way to that for standard substitution.
In parti
ular, we need to approximate in the 
ase where we may be substituting expres-
sions involving the parameters of a fun
tion for those parameters. The denition of ap-
proximation that we introdu
e below prevents an innite growth in the size of substituted
expressions.
Denition 4.9 The approximation of b with respe
t to x, where b is a ve
tor of
abstra




































an use the above denition in order to 
onstru




hy of Languages with Strong Termination Properties
Denition 4.10 The simultaneous substitution of a ve
tor b of abstra
t expressions
for a ve
tor x of formal parameters within a ve
tor of abstra





























Similarly we dene substitutions of abstra
t expression environments within an abstra
t
expression as follows: b
j







Likewise, we may substitute within an abstra












h is based on that given devised by Palsberg, Bondorf and Sesto
[18, 26℄, takes an appli
ation, F a and produ






tion label, a is an a
tual parameter sequen
e and  is an environment binding
expressions to pattern mat
hing variables. We shall see that the latter is ne
essary in
order to determine whether a redu











an be bound to some formal parameter of a fun
tion.
We rst need to dene the abstra
t domains that 
omprise our 
losure analysis.
Denition 4.11 The abstra
t fun
tion label domain, denoted F, 
onsists of all possible
singleton sets of fun
tion labels together with the empty set and the set of all fun
tion labels
(whi
h is equivalent to F and whi













The powerset of the produ





Denition 4.12 The abstra
t 









es of elements of E. The top of C is denoted >
C
.
Denition 4.13 The 
losure analysis semanti
 operator, C 2 EEnv(E)ME

7! C,
is dened in Table 2.
Denition 4.14 The abstra
t 
losure fun











dened for a given environment of non-ground expressions , and a sequen
e of a
tual





















pairs where the a
tual parameter expressions are in terms of the formal parameters of
f
i
. However, these a
tual parameter expressions need to be transformed into expressions
involving the parameters of the 
alling 
ontext.















if (x) = >
E
_ (x) = >
E
f(fg;a; )g if (x) = fg
C [[ e ℄℄
;







































f(f; b; ) j (f; b; ) 2 e
i
























= C [[G ℄℄
;
(hfdgi++ a) (5)
In (2), if x
i




































































In (3), TC(f; b) indi
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4.4.1 Corre
tness.
Finally, we show that our 
losure analysis is 
orre
t in the sense that it is a superset of the

losures evaluated during 
omputation of an appli
ation.
Theorem 4.1 The 
losure analysis is safe in the sense that any appli
ation that would be
evaluated in the standard semanti
s is 
aptured by the 
losure analysis.
Proof. By indu
tion on the stru
ture of expressions. 2
4.5 Abstra




t interpretation over the expression syntax to approximate
the idea of relative size. We require an abstra
tion that 
an be used to 
ompute an
approximation of the relative size semanti




ontribution to the size of an expression made by ea
h formal parameter in the 
urrent
s
ope. For example, in the expression, 1 + x, the parameter x makes a 
ontribution to the
size of the result. In addition, there is a 
onstant fa
tor, due to literal parts of expressions.
In the previous example, there is a 
onstant size fa
tor of 1 as a 
onsequen

















0 if x  x
i;j







































































(f; i; j;a; ; ) j (f;a; 
k
) 2 C [[F ℄℄
;
hfagig (10)




Before giving our full abstra
t interpretation, we must rst abstra
t the idea of re-

ursive sub-
omponents, as given in Defn 3.1. To start with we shall make a simplifying
assumption, that no nested type denitions are allowed. We shall relax this stipulation in
Se
t. 6. This means that in this 
ase, we have the following denition.
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Denition 4.15 The set of re
ursive sub
omponents of an algebrai
 expression is
dened for our abstra






















an now give a denition for our semanti
 operator that is going to abstra
t the idea
of relative size.




 E Env(E)M 7! R,
is dened over the stru
ture of expressions in Table 3 with auxiliary denitions given in
Defns 4.17{4.19. In the denition,  is an environment binding fun
tion type expressions
to variables, whilst  is an environment binding pattern-mat
hing variables of algebrai

types to expressions. i is a fun
tion index whilst 0  j  Ar(f
i
).










Env(E)M 7! R, whi
h appears in (8) in Table 3, as follows:









s(R; i; 0; ; )
4
= 1 + sv (13)






















 ! if sv =  !




















Here Map is the mapping fun
tor, dened in the standard way, over sequen
es.



















Denition 4.19 We dene the abstra
t appli









































































if j = 0
 ! otherwise
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Denition 4.20 The relative size abstra





































. x 4.5.1 details how the
least xpoints are 
al
ulated. Where there is no ambiguity, we shall write a fun
tional
simply as F .
Performing the abstra




h expression thus has Ar(f
i
) + 1 interpretations under the A operator.
Dis
ussion of the A operator. The key 
lauses in the denition given in Table 3 are
(6) and 
onstru
tor expressions (8) (and Defn 4.17). In the 
ase of variables, the size result
depends upon whether a mat
h is made with the parameter with respe
t to whi
h we are
analysing. In the 
ase of pattern-mat
hing variables, if the variable is in  it must be
a re
ursive sub-
omponent of the value that it is bound to. Otherwise, its relative size











tors, we have to determine whi
h are the re
ursive sub
omponents
of the expression and take the abstra
t relative sizes of those (see (15) in Defn 4.17).
However, if j 6= 0 and the variable x
i;j

ontributes to the abstra
t size of the 
onstru
tor
expression more than on
e (through separate subtrees of the 
onstru
tor expression) then !
results (see (14)). This is be
ause a multipli
ative fa
tor of relative size has been dete
ted
(i.e. the size of the expression is kx
i;j






As would be expe
ted, if we are nding the size of an expression, e relative to a variable,
x
i;j





Lemma 4.1 Let x
i;j
be a formal parameter of a fun
tion f
i










Proof. By a simple stru
tural indu
tion over e. 2




h may be re
ursive. We now dis
uss how their xpoints
are 
al
ulated, in view of the fa
t that we have an innite 
hain as our abstra
t domain R.
Lemma 4.2 The fun




































ted from the max, +,  
and  operators, together with 
onstants from the R domain. 2




orresponding to an abstra
t size fun
tion
thus exists and 


















t domain is innite,
however, 
onvergen
e is not guaranteed within a nite number of steps. The simple 
hain
stru
ture of our domain however ensures the following:
Lemma 4.3 Let F be a fun
tional 




t interpretation of relative sizes. Then either lfp(F ) = F
2
( !) or lfp(F ) =
!:
Proof. By indu
tion on the stru
ture of fun
tionals. 2
Widening of the xpoint iteration pro
ess. Consequently, we 
an modify our least
xed point iteration method so that if the se
ond iteration is not a xpoint then ! is given
as the result. This is an example of a widening pro
ess [12℄. Here, the widening 
onsists
of a family of operations that depend upon the iteration, similar to that in [7℄.




. Then a widening is a family of operators
(indexed over N), 5
n
2 L L 7! L, whi
h meets the following 
onditions:
1. 8x; y 2 L; r 2 N :(x v (x5
r
y)) ^ (y v (x5
r
y))






v : : :, the in
reasing 


















In the above, v is the ordering on L.
Denition 4.22 The upward iteration sequen























As shown in [12℄, the upward iteration sequen
e with widening rea
hes a xpoint within
nitely many steps and, furthermore, is a sound upper approximation of the least xpoint
of the fun
tional.
We thus dene the widening operator for our size analysis.
4
A
tually, the domain need only be a CPO.
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2 RR 7! R,























operator is a widening operator in the sense of Defn 4.21.
Proof. The proof is simply by an examination of the denitions. 2
Denition 4.24 The xpoint 





tion of a fun
tion is dened by the upward iteration sequen
e given in





h was presented in Defn 4.23.
Note that in the light of Defn 4.24 and Defn 4.22 we 
ould have shortened the last 
lause
of Defn 4.23 so that simply y
r





Lemma 4.5 The xpoint 
omputation given in Defn 4.24 nds the least xpoint of the
relevant fun
tional and 
omputes it in nitely many steps.




The above has given a method of 
al
ulating the size 
omponent of an expression due to
a given parameter or, in the 
ase where j = 0 in the size analysis, due to 
onstant fa
tors
other than variables. We now show how we 
ombine the relative size information with
respe
t to all the parameters of a fun





tion of the total size of an expression relative to a given input.
Denition 4.25 The abstra
t size ve
tor of an expression e, with respe
t to the en-
vironments of fun
tion expressions, , and pattern mat
hing expressions, , is dened as
follows:




















We need to aggregate the elements of an abstra
t size ve
tor so that the result is greater or
equal to the size of the expression relative to one parti
ular parameter. To do this we note
that we 
annot, of 




)j for j 6= k









h a situation we must safely approximate with the ! value, whi
h leads to
the following denitions.
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Denition 4.26 The jth weighting ve
tor is a ve
tor with a 0 in the j position if x
i;j
is of algebrai
 type. Otherwise, where x
i;j
is not algebrai
, ! is in the jth position. ! is in
all other positions, regardless of their types.
Denition 4.27 The abstra
t interpretation of relative sizes over expressions is dened
by the 
omponent size semanti
s of an expression, e, with respe














Theorem 4.2 The 
omponent size semanti







































































































































all will be represented by
a 
omponent size transformation.
Denition 4.28 The 
onstant fa
tors ve
tor and the variable fa
tors matrix for
a sequen
e of expressions, e, and with respe




ronments,  and , are denoted 
(i; e; ; ) and v(i; e; ; ), respe
tively, and dened as
24 A Hierar
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follows:
































































Denition 4.29 The 
omponent size transformation (CST) for a sequen
e of ex-
pressions, e, and with respe
t to the parameters of fun
tion f
i
and environments,  and ,
is dened as a pair of a variable fa




T(i; e; ; )
4
= (v(i; e; ; ); 































if the relevant matrix multipli
ations are dened.
The set of CSTs is denoted T and >
T
is the CST with all ! 
omponents.
We again use an abstra
t interpretation pro
ess to dis
over all the 
omponent size trans-
formations that 
orrespond to the a

















alls will be 
omputed by the following operator.
Denition 4.30 The abstra
t 






 E  Env(E)  M 7! T

,
and is dened over the stru






es of CSTs and other auxiliary denitions follow below.














M Env(E) 7! T

whi

























hi if (jaj < Ar(f
k
))



















In the above, Map is the standard mapping fun
tor from the 
ategory of sets to that of
sequen
es and (?T(i;a; ; )) denotes right transformation multipli
ation.
Denition 4.32 For ea
h fun






































. As before, we write F
for F
i[j℄;
and details of the 
omputation are given in x 4.6.1.
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Dis
ussion of the G operator. In the denition of G, the signi
ant 
lause is (26).
There a test for a re
ursive 
all is made. Note also that mutual re
ursion is dealt with by

omposing CSTs produ
ed by the re
ursive 
all and the a
tual parameters.
As with size analysis, the following holds.









ur within the denition,
E, of f
i









Proof. By a simple stru
tural indu
tion over E. 2
4.6.1 Cal
ulating xpoints for 
alls analysis.
As with size analysis, there is a potential for the 
alls analysis to spawn an innite as
ending
Kleene 
hain during the 
al
ulation of xpoints. Indeed, sin
e ea
h CST is 
omposed of
elements of R it is a 
onsequen
e of Lemma 4.3 that the 
alls analysis must 
onverge to
a xpoint by the third iteration in the Kleene as
ending 
hain 
omputation or else the
xpoint 
ontains an element of a CST that is TopAR. We 
onsequently dene a widening
operation (see x 4.5.1) to make the 
omputation nite.

















orresponding elements in the two
sequen




. Where one sequen
e is longer than the other, those CSTs
are in






operator is a widening operator in the sense of Defn 4.21.
Proof. The proof is again simply by an examination of the denitions. 2
Denition 4.34 The xpoint 






tion of a fun
tion is dened by the upward iteration sequen
e given in Defn 4.22





h was presented in Defn 4.33.
Lemma 4.8 The xpoint 
omputation given in Defn 4.34 nds the least xpoint of the
relevant fun
tional and 
omputes it in nitely many steps.




We are now in a position to present an abstra
t property that will guarantee the termination
of programs with EFP. The main 
on
ept is that, analogously to the monotoni
 des
ent




: : : t
n
), we may dene the abstra
t des
ent property
over a matrix that represents the sizes of arguments to the re
ursive 
alls of a fun
tion.
Firstly, we dene a matrix that gives the relative abstra
t sizes of the arguments to all
potential re
ursive 
alls of a given fun
tion.
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Denition 4.35 The abstra
t 

































is the jth 







Lemma 4.9 Let t
1




be arbitrary inputs to a fun
tion f
i
. Then there exists a
bije









h row of a stru
ture is mapped
to the row with the same index in the other. Furthermore, ea
h row of ACM(i) 
orresponds
to the same program point as the 










an be shown by 
onsdiering program points with respe









) and ACM(i). 2








ending argument, written AMD(x
i;j








 0) ^ (9d:r
d;j
< 0)





ent property, denoted ADP(A),










2 A) ^ (r
e;j
= 0)g
Lemma 4.10 Let A be the abstra
t 
alls matrix of a fun
tion f
i





ent property. Then if A
0
is an matrix formed by eliminating any number




tly from the denition. 2
The above result means that if the abstra
t des
ent property holds for all re
ursive

alls of a fun
tion then it holds for a subset of those 
alls.
Theorem 4.3 A fun
tion f
i
that has the abstra
t des




Proof. The proof follows from the safety of the previous 
omponents of the analysis. 2








ording to the rules of EFP.













the denition of f
i











terminates under the EFP redu
tion relation.
Proof. By Theorems 3.1 and 4.3. 2





an ensure termination, means that we 
an dene an ESFP language
thus:
Denition 4.38 The language ESFP
0

onsists of EFP together with a 
he
k that all
denitions within a s
ript have the abstra
t des























h we showed in Ex 3.1 had the monotoni
 des
ent property) and also the standard
(naive) denition of the qsort fun










h shows that ADP(ACM(a
k)), pro
eeds as follows:
We refer to the 
lauses of the outer 
ase expression as E
0

















We also need to perform 



















































)g [Sim. to (29)℄ (31)
We assume the following abstra
tions of the + operator whi






fg = 0 [From base 




fg = ! [As 1st arg o

urs in result and re




fg =  ! [As 2nd arg does not o

ur in the result℄ (34)
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The relevant appli
ations of the abstra






































































































) [(10) and (31)℄








































































































fg℄  [ 1; !℄ [(10), (29), (35) and (38)℄
























































fg [(10), (49) & (52)℄








































































































fg  0)) [Mult℄ (61)
We need to 
ompute the following instan











































































We need to 
ompute the following relative size abstra


































) [(9) and (54)℄











































































































































































































































































































































We nally have the following result for ACM(a
k ) (an instan

















y(f : r) ++ z
def




lter pm(h : t)
j p h
def
= h : lter p t
jotherwise
def




qsort l(a : x)
def




= qsort (lter ( a)x)
b
def
= qsort (lter (> a)x)
The analysis of qsort pro
eeds as follows: The fa
t that qsort has the abstra
t des
ent








fp := f( a)gg = 0




[!; 0℄  [ !; 1℄ =  1













tions admitted is still inadequate for the purposes of ESFP
sin
e we 
annot, for example, make denitions via a head of list fun





tion is only partial. Moreover, the operational behaviour of

ertain total fun
tions depends upon the form of the input e.g. whether the input is greater
than zero. We would like to have a method of extending the analysis to partial fun
tions
so that there is a well-dened sub-domain over whi
h they are total and so that they are
only ever applied over expressions within this sub-domain.
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To do this we use a simple notion of subtyping, using sets of 
onstru
tors of an algebrai













for some expressions e
j
.
Note that we do not have any notion of subtyping of fun
tions: this is be
ause we are
restri
ting attention to expressions of algebrai
 type.
We now pro
eed to give an overview of how the analysis is modied.
 Ea
h of the abstra
t semanti





has extra parameters, representing environments binding subtype sets to variables
of algebrai





















environment of subtypes that f
j
was 
alled with i.e. we no longer mat
h simply on
the fun
tion label but the subtyping environments must mat
h too.
 As well as a set of CSTs, our new analyses, modied for subtyping, need to indi
ate
whether or not fun
tion appli
ations have been at the 
orre
t subtypes. This 
an be







ation or, as we have 
hosen, to return the top of the CST domain (>
T
as
the result if a fun
tion does not have the abstra
t des
ent property for the subtypes
of the arguments to whi
h it is applied.
 The main 
hange, and the point of this method, is at 
ase expressions: instead of
analysing all possible expressions that may result we only analyse those that mat
h
the subtype of the swit


























































) is the head 
onstru
tor of the pattern p
k











is formed by adding the possible subtypes of the pattern mat
hing
variables to the environment, .
 Subtype environments need to be partitioned into the possible 
ombinations of sin-
gleton sets when a fun
tion is en
ountered. For example, suppose we have the envi-
ronment fm :=f0; Sg; n :=fSgg (where 0 and S are the 
onstru
tors for the naturals)
then this gives rise to two environments, fm:=f0g; n:=fSgg and fm:=fSg; n:=fSgg.
 The weighting ve
tors 
an also be rened sin












must be at least 1. Thus, if a base 
onstru
tor results for a fun
tion then it represents
size des
ent from an input x
i;j
that is assumed to redu
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5.1 An Elementary Fun
tional Language with Expli
itly Unde-
ned Values
We extend the algorithms permitted in the system that we are developing by introdu
ing
an expli
it undened value error into our language. This is the 
ounterpart of the the
error expressions of Miranda or un
aught ex
eptions in SML whi
h produ
e a runtime
error together with a diagnosti
. However, the point of the error 
onstru
t is that it
indi
ates a 
lause that should never be rea
hed and it is up to the analyser to 
he
k that
it is impossible for the program to evaluate to that program point. In that sense, when
the termination analysis des
ribed below has been performed to ensure that a fun
tion
will terminate, the error expressions 
orrespond to the abort 
onstru
t that appears in




Denition 5.1 For ea
h type, A, there is an error
A
expression that does not have any
asso
iated redu
tion rules. The semanti




not give here expli
itly) 
orresponds to the semanti
s of ex




Generally, we write error when the 
ontext is 
lear or irrelevant.
Consequently, we dene a new variant of our EFP language.
Denition 5.2 The EFP
e
language 
onsists of the EFP language together with the ad-
dition of error expressions. If a s














h follow below x 5.3{5.4 we do not give the abstra
t semanti
s





ase it is the > of the relevant domain. For size










Denition 5.3 Let T be an algebrai
 type in our basi
 ESFP language. Then the abstra
t
subtyping domain for T , denoted S
T










We normally write S instead of S
T
where the type is either 







t values is straightforward.
Denition 5.4 The 
on
retisation of elements of the abstra
t subtyping domain is dened




























2 sg [ f?g
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We also write Env(S) to mean the environment where ea
h x
i;j
is bound to elements
of the appropriate subtyping domain. Sin
e su




tion may terminate, we now dene them more fully.
Denition 5.5 A subtyping environment for a fun
tion f
i















 type is bound to a non-empty value. We write ValidSub().































































e we need to determine whether a re
ursive 
all of a fun




t subtypes, we need to a
ertain whether a subtyping environment in
ludes
the one we are trying to mat
h.
Denition 5.7 A sub-subtyping environment (often written simply as sub-environment
where the meaning is 
lear) of a subtyping environment of a fun
tion f
i










). We denote the fa
t that  is a sub-
subtyping environment by 
0
v .
Conversely, we also use the term, super-subtyping environment.
If we one environment does in
lude another we still need to perform an analysis on the
subtyping environment that lies outside the interse
tion.
Denition 5.8 The sub-environment dieren





v , and denoted  
0
is dened as the set dieren
e upon 
orresponding bindings














tual analyses we only take one 
onstru
tor per algebrai
 argument in our
subtyping environments and then join the results on ea
h of these sub-environments to
determine the subtyping environment over whi
h the fun
tion is dened.
Denition 5.9 Let  be a subtyping environment. Then the singleton partition of ,
denoted SP(()) 






























































































Table 5: Denition of S [[E ℄℄

;
5.3 The Analysis of Subtypes
We now des
ribe an analysis whi
h safely approximates the subtype of any algebrai
 ex-
pression within the language. Firstly, we need to dene how subtypes mat





) is the head 
onstru
tor of the pattern p
i












Denition 5.11 The analysis of subtypes operator, S 2 E  Env(E)  Env(S) 7! S,
is presented in Table 5.
5.4 Modied Termination Analyses
We now give denitions that are analagous to those in x 4.
5.4.1 Closure analysis with subtyping.
Denition 5.12 The 






7! C, is dened in Table 6.
Denition 5.13 The abstra
t 
losure fun











, is dened for a given environment of non-ground expressions
, and a sequen
e of a




















As would be expe
ted, subtyping produ
es more pre




















if (x) = >
E
_ (x) = >
E

















































































































Auxiliary denitions are as in Table 2.






Lemma 5.1 For any well-formed basi
 ESFP expression, e, with well-formed fun
tion
environment , well-formed pattern-mat
hing variable expression environment, , well-
















Corollary 5.1 The abstra
t 
losure fun






Proof. Follows from Defn 5.13. 2
5.4.2 Size analysis with subtyping.







E  Env(E)  M  Env(S) 7! R, is the A operator extended with subtyping and dened
over the stru
ture of expressions in Table 7 with auxiliary denitions given below. In the
denition,  is an environment binding fun
tion type expressions to variables,  is an
environment binding pattern-mat
hing variables of algebrai
 types to expressions, and  is
an environment binding subtypes to the formal parameters. i is a fun
tion index whilst
0  j  Ar(f
i
).





































0 if x  x
i;j



























fg fg if Ar(f
k






















































































Denition 5.16 The A
1

























Denition 5.17 The abstra
t appli

































) + vj (90)
























































































if j = 0
 ! otherwise
Denition 5.18 The abstra
t size fun











, relative to parameter j is dened for a given subtyping environment, 
i
and a given environment of fun
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Again, subtyping produ
es more pre
ise results for size analysis than for the basi
 analysis
without subtyping.
Lemma 5.2 For any well-formed basi
 ESFP expression, e, with well-formed fun
tion
environment , well-formed pattern-mat
hing variable expression environment, , and well-













Proof. Again, by inspe
tion of the denitions. 2
Corollary 5.2 The abstra
t size fun
tion with subtyping, , is more pre




Proof. Follows from Defn 5.18. 2
Denition 5.19 The abstra
t size ve
tor of an expression e, with respe
t to the envi-
ronments of fun
tion expressions, , pattern mat
hing expressions, , and subtypes, , is
dened as follows:


























Denition 5.20 The abstra
t interpretation of relative sizes over expressions is dened by
the 
omponent size semanti
s of an expression, e, with respe
t to a parameter, x
i;j
and












Denition 5.21 The 
onstant fa
tors ve
tor and the variable fa
tors matrix
for a sequen
e of expressions, e, and with respe




environments, ,  and  (an environment of subtypes) are denoted 
(i; e; ; ; ) and
v(i; e; ; ; ), respe
tively, and dened as follows:
















































































Denition 5.22 The 
omponent size transformation (CST) for a sequen
e of ex-
pressions, e, and with respe
t to the parameters of fun
tion f
i
and environments, ,  and
 (an environment of subtypes) is dened: T(i; e; ; ; )
4
= (v(i; e; ; ; ); 
































































fg fg if Ar(f
k







































































































































5.4.3 Calls analysis with subtyping.










 Env(S)  E  Env(E) 
M Env(S) 7! T












h has input subtype environment 
i
. It
is dened over the stru
ture of expressions in Table 8.
Denition 5.24 The abstra
t appli
ator for 












 Env(E)M Env(S) Env(S) 7! T









































hi if (jaj < Ar(f
k
))




















































Otherwise, R  hi
Denition 5.25 For ea
h fun
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the denition of fun
tion f
i
for subtyping environment 
i























































ted by the subtyping environment, i





ise results for the 
alls operator than for the basi

analysis without subtyping.
Lemma 5.3 For any well-formed basi
 ESFP expression, e, with well-formed fun
tion
environment , well-formed pattern-mat
hing variable expression environment, , and well-















Proof. Again, by inspe
tion of the denitions. 2
Corollary 5.3 The abstra
t 
alls fun






Proof. Follows from Defn 5.25. 2
5.5 Termination Criteria Using Subtyping
As mentioned at the beginning of this se
tion, we rst need to rene our idea of a weighting
ve
tor to take a

ount of the fa
t that subtypes give information as to the size of ea
h input.




tor. Then the minimal size of an expression
that has C
t
at its head is denoted m





















Denition 5.27 Assume we have s 2 S. Then the minimal subtype size of s, denoted













Denition 5.28 The jth weighting ve
tor with respe
t to a subtyping environ-
ment  is a ve
tor with, in the jth position, mss((x
i;j
). ! is in all other positions.
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Denition 5.29 The abstra
t 







t to a subtyping environment, , thus:
ACM(i; )
4























is the jth weighting
ve
tor with respe
t to the subtyping environment  and v
j













) with subtyping environment  is said
to be an abstra
tly monotoni
 des
ending argument, written AMD(x
i;j
; ) (or simply







 0) ^ (9d:r
d;j
< 0)
















ent property for the subtyping
environment , denoted ADP(A), where A  ACM(i; ), if and only if









2 A) ^ (r
e;j
= 0)g





ent property for the subtyping environ-
ment  then it has the abstra
t des




is a proper sub-
environment of .
Proof. This is a 
onsequen
e of Lemma 4.10 and Defns 5.13, 5.18 and 5.25 where we use the















has the ADP on the join of the two
environments if f
i
has more than one argument. (There may be dierent lexi
ographi
al
orderings used to fulll the ADP in ea
h 
ase.) However, the following does hold.





























Proof. The denitions of the 
losure, size and subtyping analyses mean that in ea
h 
ase
their results are the joins of the results on the two sub-environments. This means that all
entries in the abstra
t 
alls matrix for the joined subtype environment must be less than




are less than 0. Furthermore, the number of rows in the
abstra
t 
alls matrix is the sum of the rows for the matri







ent property for a parti
ular subtyping environment means that it
has the monotoni
 des
ent property for those subtypes.
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ent property for the sub-
typing environment . Then f
i
restri




Proof. Similar arguments apply as for Theorem 4.3 2





ording to the rules of the basi





ent property for the subtyping environment
. Then f
i
terminates on all arguments restri
ted to the subtyping environment .
5.6 ESFP with Subtyping | ESFP
1
Our new analysis, whi
h is enhan
ed by subtyping, means that we 
an dene a more
expressive ESFP language.





together with a 
he
k that all
denitions within a s
ript have the abstra
t des


























)) follows Defns 5.29{5.31.
























ompare mnof EQ ! m; LT ! g

















The analysis of the fun
tion, showing that g
d terminates for two non-zero inputs, pro
eeds





























:= f0; Sg; n
0



















































































































fa := f0; Sg; b := f0; Sgg)




































































Thus the ACM for g




















hing variables within 
ase ex-
pressions. We may 
onsequently have 
ase expressions applied to expressions involving
pattern-mat
hing variables. Some pattern-mat
hing variables will indi




ture whilst others will indi
ate arbitrary data extra
ted from the
stru
ture. For example, in the 
ase of lists where we may mat
h a list l against a pattern
of the form (h : t) for non-empty lists, jtj < jlj for all lists. However, the head, h, may be of
arbitrary size. In the 
ase of rosetrees, though, where a list of rosetrees is a sub-
omponent
of an internal node, an element of su
h a list will be a subtree of the original tree and

onsequently represents size des
ent.
We thus make our basi
 EFP language less restri
tive by removing two of the 
onstraints
upon the denition of algebrai
 types.






tions 2 and 3 of x 2.2
removed. If a s
ript, S, meets the 
riteria of EFP
+











onsequently need an extended spa
e of expressions whi
h relates pattern-mat
hing
variables to the expressions that they mat




will represent the sequen
e of operations required to extra
t an element from a stru
ture.
These will be 
onstrained so as to enable the 
al
ulation of least xed points within the
abstra
t interpretation framework.
Denition 6.2 The set of proje










Denition 6.3 The set of proje
tions from type S to type T, denoted 
S!T
, is
dened as the restri
tion of  to proje
tions with domain S and range T .
The proje









: : : e
i;r
. We shall only use su
h a proje
tion in a 
ontext where it is dened i.e.
where e does redu










onsists of singleton subsets of the set
of all sequen
es of proje
tions of length  d, 
d
, together with >
P
, the set of all possible
proje
tions and fg, the bottom of the latti
e indu






ates any possible 
omposition of proje
tions from a given data stru
ture. Where
there is no ambiguity, we represent singleton sets of sequen
es of proje
tions simply by the
proje
tion sequen
e itself e.g. . In addition, we shall assume in the rest of this se
tion
that d is 2 and thus we shall write P
d
simply as P. In Se
t. 8, we shall dis
uss the ee
t of
other possible values of d on the analysis. We shall write jj to denote the length of the
sequen
e .






onsists of singleton subsets of
the set of all sequen
es of proje




with >, the set of all possible proje
tions of the required type, and fg.
Denition 6.6 The set of types proje
table by an d length proje
tion sequen
e from a
type T , denoted P
d
T















 i.e. the types of the domain and range are the same.
Denition 6.7 The 


















) is undened (re
e
ting the fa
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Denition 6.8 A proje
tion sequen
e, , is termed endomorphi
, and denoted Endo()
if and only if 9A:
J








Denition 6.9 A proje
tion sequen
e, , is termed redu
ing and denoted Red() if it
is both endomorphi









es dened above with our basi
 expression
syntax to form new, abstra
t expressions as follows.
Denition 6.10 A proje















 expression (as dened in Se
t. 2.3) or a substitution instan
e of a basi
 expression.
The set of proje
tion expressions, P
E






tion expression is a proje

















s of a proje
tion expression is that it is the appli
ation of
the 
omposition of the sequen
e of proje
tions to the (basi
) expression e.
6.3 Binding Sets of Proje
tion Expressions
We bind sets of proje
tion expressions to pattern-mat
hing variables within an environ-
ment, . Sin
e, in our language, we assume that we only have single-level patterns, we
shall only bind pattern-mat








e that given in Defn 4.7 only makes bindings to abstra
t
expressions.






tions binding pattern mat












ess, for a 
ase expression, is dened as follows.
Denition 6.12 Let  bind pattern-mat
hing variables to sets of proje
tion expressions.
Then, for a 









i the environment of
pattern-mat
hing variables pertaining to ea
h e
k









































= f(fg; e)g (100)
P
2;d











































































































































Table 9: Denition of P
2;d
[[ (; E) ℄℄

;










ur via a 
omposition of proje





h as the list of subtrees in the rosetree example)

annot be added to if the re
ursion is to be well-founded. In the 
ase of rosetrees, if an
arbitrary tree was added to the list of subtrees then des
ent 
ould not be guaranteed. We
thus require a method of approximating the expressions that may result from applying a
non-endomorphi
 proje
tion. We need to be able to approximate the set of endomorphi

proje
tion expressions that 
orrespond to a (non-endomorphi
) proje
tion expression. To






). This mapping will redu
e a
proje
tion expression to a set of proje




either empty (hi) or the proje
tion expression is of the form, (; v), where v is either fxg,




all this mapping, proje
tion analysis whi
h approximates the set of expres-
sions that may result from applying a proje
tion other than >
P
to an expression.
Firstly, we need a method of adding a proje
tion to a proje
tion expression to deal with
the situation where we have 
ase 
onstru
ts applied to pattern mat
hing variables | we
may take the head of the tail of a list, for example. This leads to the following denition.
Denition 6.13 The addition of a proje
tion, 
i;j
, to a proje




























Having broadened the 
lass of types that may be permitted in the language we need
to redene the operator that gives the re
ursive sub-
omponents of an expression. This
operator will then be used in our proje
tion analysis below when 
al
ulating the set of
terms that may be proje
ted from a data stru
ture by a non-endomorphi
 proje
tion. We
wish, for example, for this to 
orrespond to all the elements of a list 
onstant.




























is the set of ordered sets of proje
tions and TC(
J




ation of the 
omposition of the elements of s to e. The nal restri
tion on the
elements of S ensures that there is not any proper subsequen




Note that C is nite and thus 
!
is nite sin
e it is the ordered 
ounterpart of }(C ).
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We now dene the abstra
t interpretation used to approximate the set of proje
tion
expressions 
orresponding to the appli
ation of a non-endomorphi
 proje
tion. In this and
the subsequent analyses given (see x 6.6) we do not give the result for error expli
itly: as
in x 5.1.1 the result is in ea
h 
ase the > of the relevant abstra
t domain.
Denition 6.15 The proje











), is dened in Table 9 for proje







 In the 






orresponds to the inje
tion,
p 7! fpg.
 In the 




, the result is P
l
E




This mapping will be parti
ularly useful in the 
ase of 
losure analysis, where we previously
found all possible sub
omponents that 
ould be applied as fun
tions, even though the
sub
omponents would not be proje
ted from a stru
ture and then applied.
In the se
ond 
lause of the denition we have dire
t des
ent due to the proje
tion
impli
it in the pattern mat




applied to an expression produ
es size des
ent | this thus takes 
are of the 
ase of nested-
type data stru
tures. However, in the last 
lause, where the 








We now show that the proje






tion expressions to sets of proje
tion expressions
of the form (; feg) (in the non-pathologi
al 











2. If the expression, e, 
orresponds to the proje




then there exists a p 2 P
2;d
(; a), su








Lemma 6.1 The proje
tion analysis operator, P
2;d
, either redu









onsisting only of endomorphi
 proje
tion expressions or non-endomorphi
 proje
tion





tion over E. 2
Theorem 6.1 Our proje





tion over E. 2






e to the spa
e of proje
tion expressions we now des
ribe a new abstra
t
domain of proje





ent even when this o

urs as the 
omposition of separate proje
tions applied
to the a
tual and formal parameters of a 
alled fun
tion.
Denition 6.16 The proje
tion-size abstra
t domain, denoted R
P
is dened as the 
ar-
dinal produ
t of the proje













The least upper bound operator on this 
omplete latti
e is denoted max
R
P
, although it will
normally be written simply max as it will be 
lear upon whi






































As for the relative size domain, we dene addition and multipli










































































































































s of our basi

















orresponds to that of s in AR,
again relative to x
i;j
. If, however, the abstra
t semanti
s of e in R
P
is (; s) (again relative
to some parameter x
i;j












) and the relative size of e itself is unknown. Furthermore, (; s) is only a
valid proje
tion-size representation of e in the 




e and where e
0
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enfor
e this latter requirement and we will thus also be able to show that s will thus be
either 0 or  !.
Given the above informal des
ription, we have the following operator that maps pro-
je
tion sizes to their 
ounterparts in R.
Denition 6.17 The proje











The idea here is similar to that dis
ussed in the original analysis in x 4.5 | despite knowing
that an expression e has size of s relative to x
i;j
, we 







()e and  is not the identity. Thus we must safely approximate
using !.
6.6 Modifying the Analyses with Proje
tion Expressions
We now show how the analyses are modied in the light of the foregoing dis
ussion on
proje
tion analysis. We give denitions that are developed from those in x 5.
6.6.1 Closure analysis with proje
tion sequen
es.
Denition 6.18 The 
losure analysis semanti









7! C, is dened in Table 10.
Denition 6.19 The abstra
t 
losure fun
tion using d length proje
tion se-
quen














6.6.2 Size analysis with proje
tion sequen
es.









 E  Env(E)  M
P
 Env(S) 7! R, is the A operator extended with
proje
tion expressions and subtyping and dened over the stru
ture of expressions in Ta-
ble 11.
As an auxiliary operation, we need to dene the size of a proje




Denition 6.21 The size of a proje
tion expression, e, denoted PES(e), relative
to the environments of pattern mat
hing variables (), fun




































































if (x) = >
E



















a if x 2 Dom() ^ P
2;d






^ (6 9(; e) 62 P
2;d










































































































































(fg; 0) if x  x
i;j









PES(p) if x 2 Dom() ^ P
2;d
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Denition 6.22 The abstra
t size fun











and dened as in Defn 5.18,
ex











































fg fg if Ar(f
k



























































































(f ; i;a; 
0




















































Denition 6.23 The abstra
t 











 Env(S)  E  Env(E)  M
P
 Env(S) 7! T

, is the G operator extended
with proje












h has input subtype environment 
i
. It is dened over
the stru
ture of expressions in Table 12.
Denition 6.24 For ea
h fun













and dened as in Defn 5.25
ex






6.6.4 Other modied denitions.
The other denitions of the analysis and the abstra
t termination 
riteria follow analo-
gously to those of Defns 5.19{5.22 and Defns 5.29{5.31.
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6.7 Extending ESFP | ESFP
2;d
On
e again, we 
an now dene a more expressive ESFP language.






together with a 
he
k that all denitions within a s
ript have the abstra
t des
ent
property for some valid subtyping environment and analysing with proje
tion expressions
of length d. Formally, the denition follows that given in Defn 5.32, with the appropriate
modi
ations to the denitions of the abstra
t des











an be shown in the 
ase where the length of the proje
tion sequen
es is 2.
Example 6.1 [Maptree℄ Suppose that we have the following denition of a rosetree type:
data Rosetree a
def
= Leaf a jNode [Rosetree a℄
We then dene a mapping fun








(Leaf a) ! (Leaf fa)
(Node s) ! (Node map (maptree f)s)







(h : t) ! (gh) :map g t
The above 
an be shown to be an ESFP
2;d




i; 0)℄  [(h
Node
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7 Arbitrary Pre
ision Subtyping
The method of subtyping given in Se
t. 5 may be seen to be unsatisfa
tory for the following
reasons:

































We know the subtype of the swit




what we wish to infer is the subtype of ea
h variable, x
k;j
. Furthermore, it would
be useful if we 
ould dis
over pre
ise subtyping information for pattern mat
hing
variables. For example, if another 
ase expression was nested within e
i
, then it
would be desirable to nd, the subtype pertaining to v
i;l
. Consequently, we would
be able to dedu
e the subtype of the head or tail of a list, for example. This would





if we use the approa
h given previously.
2. We 
annot use partial fun
tions as arguments to fun
tors su
h as map, even if we
know, for example, that the fun
tion is dened on all elements of a given list. This
is be
ause the subtyping me
hanism is not strong enough to 
onvey the subtypes of
elements of data stru
tures.
3. Dependen
ies in the subtyping information are lost when using the subtype environ-
ments with the other analyses su




onstants and the relationship between the subtypes of
the various parameters is lost. However, 
onsider an ESFP language expression su
h
as:
take (length x div 2) x
In the above, subtype 
onstants will be bound to ea
h of the parameters of take but
the information that ea
h subtype depends on the subtype of x will be lost.
4. We need to analyse every fun
tion with respe
t to every possible permutation of
subtypes of the algebrai
 arguments. This pro
ess is naturally akin to the satisa-
bility problem and thus is of exponential 




tness analysis, used to optimise lazy fun
tional languages by eliminating 
losure formation, de-
termines whether for a fun
tion f that f ? = ?, where ? is the undened value. In su
h a 
ase, f is said
to be stri
t in its argument.
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annot be improved without a 
onsdierable weaking of the
pre




eed to dene a domain, the arbitrary pre
ision subtyping domain, that allows us
to assign subtypes to elements whi
h may be proje
ted from an algebrai
 stru
ture.
Denition 7.1 A proje











es | see Defn 6.4), is a mapping from sequen
es
of proje
tions (from some type S to a type T ) to a basi
 subtype of type T as dened in
x 5.2.














Denition 7.2 The arbitrary pre
















The ordering on this set is given in Defn 7.7
and ensures that the set forms a 
omplete latti
e.
We shall normally write this domain as S
d
where T is either 
lear from the 
ontext or
applies universally to all algebrai
 types and the top is denoted >
S
d . We shall also employ
the 
onvention of writing elements of S
d
as a union of a mapping between the empty (rep-













domain of the resulting map will thus impli
itly be mapped to >
S
V
for the appropriate V .
We need to be able to extra
t the relevant 
omponents from an element of our arbitrary
pre
ision subtyping domain.
Denition 7.3 Let S be an arbitrary pre
ision subtype for the type T of order d. The part
of S prexed by  (where  is a valid proje
tion sequen















; s) j (
0
++ ; s) 2 S ^ 
0
6= fgg
Denition 7.4 The atomi
 part of an arbitrary pre
ision subtype, S, denoted at(S) 2 S





fa j (fg; a) 2 pp(S; fg)g
The subsidiary part of an arbitrary pre








is dened as follows:
sp(S)
4
= fr j r 2 S   pp(S; fg)g
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As a 
onsequen
e of the above denitions, we shall normally write our arbitrary pre
ision
subtypes as sets 
ontaining pairs of the atomi
 and subsidiary parts rather than as a set
of pairs of proje
tion sequen
es and basi
 subtypes. An example of this form of notation
is given in the following paragraph.
Ea
h element, (; s) of the subsidiary part indi




ted by  from the en
losing stru
ture, e, is s. However, s is, of 
ourse,
an element of S and not an arbitrary pre
ision subtype. However, other elements of the
subsidiary part may indi
ate the subtypes of 
. These will be those elements that have  as
a suÆx in the proje
tion sequen
e. For example, 
onsider the following possible subtype,
S, for a list of naturals:
f(f:g; f(htaili; f:g); (hhdi; f0;Su





ates that we have a non-empty list and, in fa
t, a list of at least two
elements sin
e the tail is non-empty. Elements of the list may be any natural number but
elements of the tail must be non-zero. Consider now what the full, arbitrary pre
ision
subtype of the tail of this list should be, given the above subtype. The (htaili; f:g) element
of the subsidiary part of S indi
ates that the atomi
 part of the subtype of the tail should
be f:g. Now we examine the subsidiary part of the subtype of the tail of the list. In S
we have, (hhd ; taili; fSu

g). This means that (hhdi; fSu

g) should be in
luded in the
subsidiary part of the subtype of the tail of the list. Thus, given S, the full subtype of the




Consequently, we have the following denition.
Denition 7.5 Let S be an arbitrary pre
ision subtype for the type T of order d. Then the
arbitrary pre
ision subtype of type V and order d indexed by the proje
tion sequen
e
 (where  2 P
d
(T!V )
for some V ) is denoted ist(S;) and dened as follows:
ist(S;)
4
= f(a; r) j (; a) 2 sp(S) ^ r 2 pp(S;)g
In the opposite dire






ision subtype. This is required when we determine the subtype of a
sub-stru
ture and then wish to integrate that subtype within the subtype for the entire
stru
ture.
Denition 7.6 Let S be an arbitrary pre
ision subtype of order d and let l be a natural
 d. Then S lifted by  (where  is a valid proje
tion sequen
e) is an arbitrary pre
ision















eed to dene the latti
e operations over arbitrary pre
ision subtypes.
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Denition 7.7 The join (denoted t) andmeet (denoted u) over atomi
 parts of arbitrary
pre
ision subtypes is as for S i.e. \ and [, respe
tively. Similarly, the ordering, v is just
subset in
lusion.












) s v s
0
)































































The denitions of t and u given above may be seen to be almost dual to that whi
h might
be expe
ted. This is be
ause if a proje
tion sequen
e,  does not o

ur within a subsidiary
part it is impli
it that (;>) is in
luded within the subsidiary part. Con
omitant with
this, note that the denition of v is su
h that (; s) may be in r
1





























= f(a; r t r
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Subtyping environments need to 
apture a ri
her set of program properties than before and,
furthermore, need to both assign subtypes to variables and to give subtypes to expressions.
The latter is ne
essary sin
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7.2.1 Environments used to determine the subtypes of expressions.
Our subtyping environments thus 
ome in two forms. The rst, whi
h is used to determine
the subtypes of expressions, is the analogue of Defn 5.5, whi
h assigns subtypes to the
formal parameters. Thus we modify Defns 5.5{5.6.













d is xed for all elements of the
environment.
A valid subtyping environment of order d for a fun
tion f
i
is a subtyping envi-




is not bound to a subtype with atomi
 part fg. If 
is a valid subtyping environment we write ValidSub().






























































As before, in order to re
ognise when a subtyping environment we need to determine
whether a subtyping environment is in
luded within another, as for the simple subtyping
environment given in x 5.
Denition 7.11 A sub-subtyping environment of order d (often written simply as















t that  is a sub-subtyping environment by 
0
v .




versely, we also speak of super-subtyping environments.
Denition 7.12 The dieren


























However, as stated in 3 at the beginning to this se
tion, we also wish to in
lude infor-
mation about the dependen
ies of the subtypes of parameters to fun
tions. To do this, we
use the standard te
hnique of lazy evaluation, using the formation of 
losures to en
ode
subtyping information that is used to give the subtypes of expressions. We will thus use
environment 
losures rather than simple environments as parameters to our analyses.
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Denition 7.13 An arbitrary pre
ision subtype environment transformer (whi
h
we shorten to environment transformer) is a fun
tion from arbitrary pre
ision subtype en-
vironments (for the variables of some fun
tion f
i




h environment transformers in the form, :E() and denote the set of













We normally use the shorthand form, 
d
where i is 
lear from the 
ontext.
Denition 7.14 An arbitrary pre
ision subtype 
losure environment (written sim-
ply as subtype 
losure environments) 
onsists of a pair of an environment (binding to the
parameters of a fun
tion f
i
) of environment transformers (where the environments bind the
parameters to some fun
tion f
j
) and a subtyping environment (again binding to variables of
the same f
j
). That is, the set of subtype 





to the variables of some f
j
is denoted as 	
d
i

















Again, we normally use the shorthand form, 	
d
where i is 
lear from the 
ontext.
We 
an assign identity environment transformers to ea
h parameter to shadow a given
subtyping environment.




the simple subtype 

















We shall need to evaluate su
h subtype 
losure environments to produ
e a subtype envi-
ronment.
Denition 7.16 Let  be a subtype 
losure environment. Then the subtype environ-











) (Snd ) j x
i;j
2 Dom(Fst )g
As with subtyping environments, we need to dene the ordering on subtype 
losure envi-
ronments and the dieren
e between two su
h environments.
















Analagously to subtyping environments, we refer to  
1
as a sub-subtype environ-
ment 




es an equality, =, over subtype environment 
losures.
Denition 7.18 The dieren
e between subtype 





























)g and Snd( 
3
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We 
an use the equality predi
ate over subtype 
losure environments to determine when a
re
ursive invo
ation of one of our abstra
t operators has been rea
hed.
Denition 7.19 Two subtype 















where the equality predi
ate is that given in Defn 7.17.
7.2.2 Environments used to determine the subtypes of variables.
We now dene the environments used to 




. When analysing ba
kwards to determine the subtype of a parti
ular variable, we





e a new subtype given an input subtype.
Denition 7.20 A subtype transformer, t, is a fun







type T and order d) with the additional property that t fg = fg. The set of subtype trans-




Subtype transformer terms are written in the form, s:E(s), where E(s) is an expression
involving s, elements of S
d
T
, the t and u operators and appli
ations of subtype transformers.
Denition 7.21 A ba




is a formal parameter of the fun
tion f
i
















. d is xed for
all elements of the environment.
An initial ba











is bound to 
:
 and all formal
parameters apart from x
i;j








7.2.3 Analyses to determine subtypes.
We now present the abstra
t interpretations whi
h give more pre
ise subtypes as a result.





2 E  Env(P
E




, the forwards subtyping
abstra
t semanti




2 E  Env(P
E











 operator, is dened in Table 14.




The above subtyping regime has been introdu
ed purely so that we 





ase expression. In order to obtain a more
pre
ise environment we need to:
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1. Obtain the subtype inferred for ea





We thus get a new subtype environment, 
i
for the ith 
lause of the 
ase expression.





losure environment,  
0
) and that the subtyping environment, 
i
, inferred
from the ith 
lause of the 
ase expression, should be a renement (in the sense of
being a sub-environment) of the original environment, 
0
. Consequently, we shall









lause of the 
ase expression.
Consequently, we have the following series of denitions.




tor of some algebrai
 type T . Then the subtype of
order d indu
















) j p 2 P
d
; p 6= fgg
Denition 7.25 Let f
i
be a fun
tion with formal parameters x
i;1











i. Then the subtyping environment of order
d indu
ed by the nth 
lause of the 
ase expression, denoted 
n
, is the following























ase expression as in Defn 7.25,
above. In addition, assume that we have a subtype 
losure environment,  . Then the
subtype 
losure environment renement of  with respe
t to the nth 
lause of
the 
ase expression, denoted  
n













7.3 Modifying the Analyses
We 
onsequently produ
e new versions of our analyses. The 
hanges are relatively minimal
sin
e the subtyping me
hanism is in general separated from our analyses. The 
hanges to
be made to the analyses are as follows:




lause of a 
ase
expression in the 
alls analysis. The 
ow of information is from the head 
onstru
tor
of the pattern to a parameter of the fun
tion f
i




apsulated in Defn 7.26 above.
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 However, the environment must not be rened during size analysis. The reason for
this is that otherwise ea
h argument to a re
ursive 
all 
ould then potentially be
given a dierent subtyping environment, whi
h would be unsound. Nevertheless,
we need to attempt to maintain dependen
y information between the abstra
t sub-
types of various parameters. This is why we use subtype 
losure environments (see
Defn 7.15) rather than subtyping environments.
 Calls analysis must now produ
e a sequen
e of pairs, ea
h 
onsisting of a CST and a
subtyping environment.





































if (x) = >
E



















a if x 2 Dom() ^ P
3;d






^ (6 9(; e) 62 P
3;d







































































































































Denition 7.27 The 









7! C, is dened in Table 15.
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Denition 7.28 The abstra
t 
losure fun
tion with subtype 
losure environ-










, is dened for a given environment of non-
ground expressions , and a sequen
e of a










































= f(fg; e)g (143)
P
3;d
















































































































































Table 16: Denition of P
3;d
[[ (; E) ℄℄
 
;
Denition 7.29 The proje











), is dened in Table 16 for proje
tion expressions where the
proje
tion sequen

















, the result is P
l
E
























(fg; 0) if x  x
i;j









PES(p) if x 2 Dom() ^ P
3;d





























































































(f; i; j;a; 
0
















7.3.3 Size analysis with arbitrary pre
ision subtyping.













, is the extension of A with arbitrary pre
ision
subtyping of order d, and dened over the stru
ture of expressions in Table 17. In the
denition,  is an environment binding fun
tion type expressions to variables,  is an
environment binding pattern-mat
hing variables of algebrai
 types to expressions, and  
is a subtype 
losure environment binding subtypes and environment transformers to the
formal parameters. i is a fun
tion index whilst 0  j  Ar(f
i
).


























Denition 7.32 The A
1




























Denition 7.33 The abstra
t appli
ator for size analysis with arbitrary pre
i-
sion subtyping of order d, ap
a
3;d































) + vj (158)



























































































if j = 0
(fg; !) otherwise
Denition 7.34 The abstra
t size fun
tion with arbitrary pre
ision subtyping










, relative to parameter j is dened for a
given subtype 



























































fg fg if Ar(f
k
) = 0 ^ k 6= j
h(
;E )i if Ar(f
k

















































































































































Denition 7.35 The abstra
t 















, (the extension of G with arbitrary pre
ision
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h has input subtype

losure environment,  ), and is dened over the stru
ture of expressions in Table 18.
Note that, in 












e of CST, subtyping
environment pairs.
Denition 7.36 The abstra
t appli
ator for 


















































hi if (jaj < Ar(f
k
))
















































g; i;a; ; ; 
00
).
Otherwise, R  hi
Denition 7.37 For ea
h fun









































7.4 Termination Criteria Using Arbitrary Pre
ision Subtyping
We now pro







riteria that assure termination.
Firstly, as the subtypes have be
ome more sophisti
ated, so their minimal size 
an be
other than a binary value.
Denition 7.38 Assume we have s 2 S. Then the minimal subtype size of s, denoted
mss 2 S 7! R
P









Denition 7.39 The jth weighting ve
tor with respe
t to an arbitrary pre
ision
environment  is a ve







is in all other
positions, regardless of their types.
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Denition 7.40 The abstra
t subtyped 
alls set of a fun
tion f
i
, is denoted, for the
order d, ASC(i; d) 2 T Env(S
d







Denition 7.41 The abstra
t 







t to a dth-order subtyping environment, , thus:
ACM(i; d; )
4
= fr j ((v; 
); 
0

























t to the subtyping environment  and v
j














) with subtyping environment  is said
to be an abstra
tly monotoni
 des
ending argument, written AMD(x
i;j
; d; ) (or
simply AMD(j; ) where the fun





2 ACM(i; d; ):(r
l;j
 0) ^ (9d:r
d;j
< 0)









2 ACM(i; d; ):(r
l;j
< 0)





ent property for the subtyping
environment , denoted ADP(A), where A  ACM(i; ), if and only if









2 A) ^ (r
e;j
= 0)g
Theorem 7.1 If a fun
tion has the abstra
t des
ent property for a subtyping environment,
, then it has the monotoni
 des
ent property on the same set of subtyping assumptions,
where the subtypes are of order d for some xed d.
Proof. The proof follows the same stru
ture as previously. 2
7.5 ESFP
3;d
The modied analysis above produ
es the nal version of our ESFP language.






together with a 
he
k that all denitions within a s
ript have the abstra
t des
ent
property for some valid subtyping environment with arbitrary pre
ision subtypes of order d
and analysing with proje
tion expressions of length d.
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7.6 Example Using Arbitrary Pre
ision Subtyping
We now give, as an example of the ba
kwards subtyping termination analysis, an a

ount
of the analysis of mergeSort .
Example 7.1 [Mergesort℄ The denition of the fun
tion, whi
h is that used in [34℄, is as
follows:
mergeSort merge x















= drop half x
half
def
= (length x) div 2
The analysis 
an show that mergeSort is in ESFP
3;d
for d  2 sin
e the information that the




lause. Thus the analysis is 
apable of dete
ting that both take half x and drop half x
produ
e a redu
tion in the length of their arguments.
8 Strong Normalisation and Analysis Frameworks
We 
an generalise our analysis further to allow dierent notions of redu
tion and to develop
a generalised framework for our analysis. As dis
ussed in x 2, our operational semanti
s only
redu
es to weak normal form. Consequently, our analysis only assures termination under
the given redu
tion order. This is suÆ
ient with respe
t to languages su
h as Haskell or
ML, sin
e both do not have a stronger notion of normal form. Conversely, Miranda, Haskell
and other so-
alled lazy languages only redu
e to weak head normal form (WHNF). Both
for pedagogi
al reasons and the desire to have sound program transformations, we believe
that strong normalisation is worth pursuing. With regard to the former, the assuran
e
that a program is strongly normalising will, we believe, help students to 
onstru
t better
programs. With regard to the latter, program transformations may fail in the 
ase where
we expand the expressions bound by lambda abstra
tions.
8.1 Analyses Parameterised By The Operational Semanti
s
It has been proposed by Cousot that stri
tness analyses 
an be parameterised by their
semanti
s [9℄. We take a similar approa
h here in sket
hing out how our analyses 
an be
generalised to take a





onsequent denition of normal form) the main
point of departure is for fun
tion appli
ations. In that 
ase we 
an use the operational
70 A Hierar
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semanti
s to determine whether parameters or, indeed, fun
tion bodies should be rea
hed
by the analysis. This 
an be a




depend on the operational semanti




operators. With WHNF, for
instan
e, we would not s
an an a





tion did not use that argument.
9 Related Work
The general area of term rewriting has 
overed many aspe
ts of general termination prob-
lems with work by Zantema of parti
ular note (e.g. [39℄). Most of this work does not address
the issue of fully automated termination 
he




 programming areas, Giesl has worked on automated termination proofs for
nested, mutually re
ursive and partial fun
tional programs [16, 4℄. Closely related to this,
Brauburger has produ
ed an automated termination analysis for partial fun
tions [3℄ using
Giesl's synthesising te
hniques for polynomial orderings [15℄. Closely related is the work of
Slind on TFL [30℄, and like the previous work is based on automati
ally generating term
orderings and termination predi
ates within a theorem-proving environment. A de
idable
test for a broader 
lass of denitions than primitive re
ursion has also been established for
Walther re
ursion [38, 21℄. However, whilst ours is higher-order and polymorphi
, theirs is
rst-order and monomorphi
. Moreover, the dis
ipline requires a programmer to provide
dierent versions of fun
tions for ea
h algebrai
 subtype: our subtyping me
hanism does
this automati





(whereby the standard evaluation of a program is repli
ated with abstra
t values; [25℄) as a
termination analyser. Their method dete
ts whether a program terminates under a normal
order evaluation s
heme | it would have to be adapted for stri
t evaluation so as to dete
t
strong normalisation. TEA does not deal with error expressions as we have done in our
strongly normalising dis
ipline in that it \usually treats errors as termination". Abel has
also re
ently produ
ed a termination 
he
ker, the Foetus system based on analysing 
all





lusions and Future Work
We have demonstrated that abstra
t interpretation 
an be used as an ee
tive method
for determining whether re
ursive fun
tions terminate. The analysis is derived from the
semanti
s of the language and, for the basi
 
ase uses the same domain of values employed
to analyse the dual, 
ore
ursive 
ase. We have then developed the abstra
t interpretation
so that partial fun
tions may be admitted due to a subtyping me
hanism. Furthermore,
by using representations of proje
tions we have been able to add fun
tions that re
urse
over nested data stru
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The methods that we have developed 
ould be in
orporated within a 
ompiler for an
elementary strong fun
tional programming language. Indeed, we are 
urrently working on
the implementation of our basi
 methodology for the EFP language. We suggest also that
this method 
ould be used to extend the 
urrent algorithm within systems su
h as Coq [5℄.
An advantage of our abstra
t interpretation approa
h is that it may be possible to
integrate our algorithm with Cousot's abstra
t interpretation rendering of Hindley-Milner
type inferen
e [10℄. Thus we would have a single system whi
h would ensure that type

orre
tness meant that the program would have to be strongly normalising. Furthermore,
analyses used for optimisation, su




lusion, we believe that this work gives an extensible and modular
framework for broadening the 
lass of algorithms that 
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